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An algebraic approach to finding an upper bound for the number of places of degree one is 
presented. In certain cases the bound is better than the Weil bound. A new relation connecting 
the multiplicities of the places (as zeros of the differentials of first kind) is given. 
Introduction 
This paper could equally well have been titled ‘Rational Points on Curves over 
Finite Fields’ but we have taken here the algebraic approach. The basic reference, 
whose terminology and notation we usually follow, is the book by Chevalley [l]. 
Let R be a function field (= field of algebraic functions of one variable) of genus 
g over the finite constant field K of q elements. We are interested in N, the number 
of places of R of degree one. The fundamental upper bound estimate due to Weil, 
with a modification by Serre, is 
Nw+l+P1/-lg (1) 
where, as usual, [2fq] denotes the greatest integer 121/q. We refer to this as the 
Weil bound and denote the right side of (1) by W. In general, W can be attained 
only for certain special values of g and q and Serre [4,5] has calculated the actual 
upper bound for a number of cases. We refer to his papers for references to the 
literature and especially for the several useful tables. There is also a survey article 
on the topic by Hirschfeld [2] which also describes the close connections with the 
theory of error-correcting codes-currently one of the main sources of interest in 
this subject. The method used by Serre and others is based on the work of Weil 
whereby N can be expressed in terms of the roots of the zeta function for R. Here 
we take a different approach via the intrinsic ‘function theory’ of R. In a number 
of cases (for q=2,3,4) we obtain uniform bounds slightly better than the Weil 
bound. In the second section we introduce the notion of ‘the multiplicity of a place 
as a zero of the differentials of first kind’, obtain a lower bound for this multiplicity 
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in terms of the ‘gap-sizes’ and show that there is a relation connecting the multi- 
plicities of the places of R. Besides yielding the better bound N-c 2g - 2 for q = 2, 
g?7 this relation is useful in determining the possible zeros of the differentials. 
1. Functions 
Let R be as above but, for the moment, the constant field K may be any field. 
Let R, be a subfield of R of index n, [R : R,] = n, and assume that R, is also a func- 
tion field over K. Recall that for each place p of R, there is a finite number of 
places P of R lying over p and, summing over all such P, 
C W44fVJh4 = n. 
P 
Here e(P/p) is the index of ramification and f(P/p) is the residue class degree for 
P over p. Now deg P =f(P/p)deg p, so deg P = 1 iff f(P/p) = 1 and degp = 1. Thus 
the degree one places P of R lie over the degree one places p of RO. For each such 
p of R, let m(p) be the number of degree one places P of R lying over p; m(p) = 
# {P: P lies over p and f(P/p) = l}. Assume now that K is a finite field with q 
elements and let N, be the number of degree one places for R, as N is for R. Sum- 
ming over the No places p of R, we obtain 
N= ~m(p)<Non. 
P 
(3) 
The last inequality follows from the fact that m(p) is at most the total number of 
all P lying over p which is at most IZ. 
To apply this we take for R, a rational subfield K(x) generated by a non-constant 
element (or function, as we may call it) XE R. Then No = q + 1; q of the degree one 
places of K(x) are places ppc, CE K, in one-one correspondence with the manic 
linear polynomials x-c in K[x], and there is one more pm, the ‘place at 03’ for x. 
Also n = [R: K(x)] is equal to deg(x),, the degree of the divisor of poles of x. To 
use (3) efficiently one wants n to be as small as possible and the question arises as 
to how small n can be for given K and g. This seems to be difficult to answer precise- 
ly and is interesting for any K, finite or not. In the following lemma we show that 
one can, as long as N> 0, choose x so that n I g, as long as g ~2. The possible values 
of N for g = 0 or 1 have been completely determined in the literature and from now 
on we always take g> 2. 
Lemma. Assume that R has at least one place of degree one. Then there is a non- 
constant XE R for which [R : K(x)] ~g and m(p,)52. 
Proof. We note that K being finite plays no role-the lemma is true for any K. To 
fix our notation we recall the Riemann-Roth theorem in the form 
I(D-‘) = degD+l -g+i(D). (4) 
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Here D is a divisor, /(D-l) is the dimension (over K) of the space L(D-‘) of func- 
tions which are multiples of D-’ and i(D) is the dimension of sZ(D), the space of 
differentials which are multiples of D. D is called integral if vP(D), the multiplicity 
of P in D, is r0 for every place P of R. If D is integral then f(D-I)> 1, since 
KCL(D-‘), so i(D)zg- deg D. Again for D integral, (o), the divisor of a dif- 
ferential o E 52(D), is a multiple of D, hence integral; thus a(D) consists only of 
differentials of the first kind, having no poles. Henceforth we will be concerned only 
with such differentials so will omit the qualitifation ‘of first kind’. 
Returning now to the proof of the lemma, let P be a place of degree one of R. 
Then D = Pg-’ is integral of degree g - 1, so i(D) 2 1. Let o be a multiple of D, (w) = 
Pg-‘A, say, A being integral with deg A =g- 1, since deg(w) =2g- 2. Choose a 
place Q that occurs in A, v&l) > 0. With deg Q = d, let B = PgpdQ. Then deg B = g, 
o is a multiple of B, hence i(B) 2 1, /(B-l) L 2, so there is a non-constant x E R that is 
a multiple of B-l. Thus B is a multiple of (x),, so [R : K(x)] = deg(x), 5 deg B = g. 
Finally m(p,) is the number of places of degree one occurring in (x), which is at 
most the number of such places in B which is at most 2. This proves the lemma. 0 
We now summarize some conclusions that can be drawn from the lemma and the 
remarks before it. 
Theorem 1. Let R be a function field of genus gz 2 over a finite constant field of 
q elements and let N be the number of places of degree one. 
(a) N< qg+2. (5) 
For q = 2,3,4 this is stronger than the Weil bound. 
(b) If n is a non-gap at the place P of degree one-i.e. there is a function x E R 
with (x)_ = P”-then 
Nrqn+l. (6) 
(c) If R is hyperelliptic then 
Ns 2q+2. (7) 
Proof. If N=O, certainly (5) holds. Otherwise use the x of the lemma for which 
n = [R : K(x)] ~g and m(p,) I 2. Then (3) yields 
N= c m(p,)+rn(p,)Iqn+2Iqg+2. 
CEK 
Now observe that for q=2,3,4, [2fi] =q, hence 
Nsqg+2<qg+q+1=[2fi]g+q+l= W. 
In particular the Weil bound is never attained for q = 2,3,4 and gr2. In (b) the 
function x has m(p,) = 1 so, as above, NI qn + 1. Finally, we take as the definition 
of hyperelliptic that R contains a rational field RO such that [R : R,] = 2, so (7) 
follows from (3) with N,=q+ 1, n =2. 
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We note that for g=2 and q< 11 the bound (5), Ns2q+ 2, is strict, for Serre’s 
table shows that then an R exists with IV= 2q + 2. Thus for such an R, n = 2 is a gap 
at each of the 2q + 2 places P of degree one-i.e. there is no x with (x), = P2-for 
otherwise (6) would force Ns2q-t 1. 0 
2. Differentials 
Q, the space of differentials (of first kind) for R, is g-dimensional over K. Two 
nonzero differentials CD, O’E 52 have the same divisor (w) = (0’) iff o’=cw for 
some nonzero constant c E K. The divisors D = (w), for w E Q, are called canonical 
divisors, and are thus in one-one correspondence with the projective space of Q, so 
there are (qg - l)/(q - 1) canonical divisors. Since each canonical divisor D has 
degree 2g - 2, summing over them gives 
gdegD=(2g-2)(qg-l)/(q-1). 
On the other hand, 
(8) 
g deg D = g 5 deg P. vp(D) = F deg P g V&D), 
where the sum is over all places P of R. We define ‘the multiplicity of P in the dif- 
ferentials’ to be the value of CD v&D) and denote it by pp. Thus (8) can be re- 
written as 
F degP.pu,= (2g-2)(qg-l)/(q-1). (9) 
Clearly, by definition, pp = 0 iff P is not the zero of any differential, which is cer- 
tainly true for deg P> 2g - 2. For g 5 deg PI 2g - 2, P may or may not be the zero of 
a differential, the best one can say is ~~2 0. For 1 <deg Pig- 1 we have i(P)> 
g- deg P>O so ,uLp>O and we wish to obtain a lower bound for it. 
We recall the notion of ‘gaps’ from classical function theory, which we have 
generalized (see [3]) to places of any degree and any constant field. Given a place 
P of any degree d we define for every positive integer j 
gap-size(j,P) = d-{I(P-J)-l(P-jtl)}. 
By the Riemann-Roth theorem we also have 
(10) 
gap-size(j, P) = i(Pj-‘) - i(Pj>. 
With P fixed, we set yJ = gap-size( j, P). The following properties hold: 
(a) Oryjsd; follows from (10). 
(11) 
(b) yj = 0 for all sufficiently large j; since i(Pj) = 0 for dj> 2g - 2. 
(c) cJ?zl yi =g; this is from (1 l), (b), and noting i(P’) =g. 
Clearly gap-sizes are of interest only for g ?- 2, which we continue to assume. Now 
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fix an integer JZ 1 such that i(PJ) = 0, so vj = 0 for all j> J. 
spaces 
We have the chain of 
0 = Q(PJ) c Q(PJ_1) c .** c Q(P) c Q(PO) = I-2 
and yj=dimQ(Pj-‘)/Q(Pj) for 1ljl.J Forj=l,2, . . . , Jchoose Bj={O~pl’~ . . . , Wan”}, 
a basis for f2(Pjp1)/f2(Pj), with the understanding that Bj is empty when rj = 0. 
Stringing the Bj’S together gives a basis B for Q. If o E Q is a nonzero differential 
expressed as a B-linear combination o = I,“_] Ct=, c~~~)o~-‘), with coefficients 
cy-‘)~K, then +(cu)=k-1 iff c, (j-l)=0 for l<j<k, llhly, while c$‘-“#O for 
some h, 1 I h I yk. Thus, given a positive integer k, those w having Q(O) = k - 1 
are all those of the form 
o=cch ” (k-l)@l) 
h=l j=k+l h=l 
with at least one cf-“#O while the coefficients cl;‘-l’ for j> k are completely ar- 
bitrary. Thus for K finite with q elements the number of canonical D = (a) with 
v,,(D) = k - 1, which are obtained by identifying those o with ccc), c E K and c # 0, 
is ((qy”-l)/(q-l))qyl-+‘+“‘+y J. Define for k> 1, r, = C,T= k vj = C,“= k vj-an empty 
sum always being taken to mean 0. So the number of canonical D for which v&D) = 
k - 1 is (qr” - qrk+l)/(q - 1). Hence 
PP = ; VP(D) = k;l (k-l)(qfi-qr,+‘)4q-1). (12) 
The sum on the right can also be taken as C,“= 1 since for k > J, qr, - qrk+l = q” - q” = 
1 - 1 = 0. The sum telescopes as follows: 
(q-l)/+ = k’il (k-l&f-q”+‘) 
= kil (k- l)qG- i (k- l)qrk+’ 
k=l 
J-l 
= k;, kq 
‘k+~-~$~ (k-l)qr”+’ 
J&l 
=@qfi+ c q~+l_(J_l)qfi+I 
k=l 
Thus 
L(P = & @411-l) 
J 
(13) 
gives the multiplicity pp explicitly in terms of the gap-sizes. 
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Theorem 2. Let P be a place of degree d, lsdsg-1. Writeg=kd+r, Orrcd, 
k = [g/d] and set 
(14) 
Then pp 2,~~ with equality iff the sequence of gap-sizes at P is given by y1 = d, y2 = 
d ,...,yk=d, yk+,=r and yj=O for all j>k+l. 
Proof. Define61=d,62=d,...,Bk=d,Bk+r= r, and Sj=O forj>k+l. Also let dj= 
C,“=jBhforallj21.1fy,,y2,... is the sequence of gap-sizes at P, we have yj 5 d for 
all j, hence forj=l,2 ,..., k,k+l, 
r;= f Yh= f Yh-(YI+ ‘** + Yj-1) 
h=j h=l 
=g-(y,+ .*. + yj_1) 2 g-(j-1)d = dj, 
with equality iff yi = y2 = ... =yj_I=d.Using(13)wewrite(q-l)~up=C,+C2where 
C1=Elr:(q’l-l)and C,=C,&+, q ( 5 - 1). Then C, 2 CTLi (q’l- l), with equali- 
ty iff yr = y2= .*f =yk=d and E2~Cjm_k+2 (4 4~ - 1) = 0, with equality iff rj = 0 for 
all j>k+2 which is iff yj=O for allj?k+2. NOW yI=y2= ... =yk=d and yj=O 
for all j>k+2 forces yk+,=r, since CJ?, yj=g. Thus (q-l)~p>C~~~(@-l), 
with equality iff yj=6j for all j. Finally a little algebraic manipulation shows 
k+l 
j;2(4A~-1)=$+k, 
which completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
Note that for d = 1, we have pP rp, = (qg - 1 - (q - l)g)/(q - 1)2, with equality iff 
P has the ‘standard sequence’ of gap-sizes yr = y2 = ... = yg = 1-i.e. 1,2, . . . , g are 
gaps at P, and yj = 0 for j > g. Classically those P with pP >pr are called Weierstrass 
points. 
We now return to (9). Let T= (2g - 2)(qg - l)/(q - l), the right side; the left side 
may be written CF=;’ dSd where Sd= CdegPZd ,up is the sum of the multiplicities of 
the places of degree d. Let Nd be the number of places of degree d (so N, = N). For 
1~ d< g - 1, S, 2 Ndpd while for dzg we use just S, 2 0. Finally, splitting off the 
contribution of d= 1 we have 
g-1 2gp2 
Np, I c dNdpd 5 c dS, = T. (1% 
d=l d=l 
In particular, NIT/~, = U, say. Noting the values of T and p, this gives 
Nr U= (q-1)(2g-2)(qg-l)/(qg-1 -(q-1)g). (16) 
For g = 2 this says NI U = 2q + 2 obtained already in Theorem 1. For g = 3 and q = 
2,3,4 the values of [U] are 7,10,14, respectively, which are the actual upper bounds 
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for N according to Serre’s table. For qz 5 the bound NI 3q + 2 of Theorem 1 is 
better. 
For q = 2 and any g 2 2, (16) yields 
NI [U] I u= (2g-2)(2g-1)/(2g-l -g). 
This gives the following upper bounds for N: 
(17) 
g: 2345 6 
[U]: 6 7 8 9 11. (18) 
Comparing with Serre’s table we do have the actual upper bound for g = 2,3,4,5 
while for g=6 the actual upper bound is 10. For gr7 (17) yields 
Nr 2g-2. (19) 
This is better than the bound 2g+ 2 of Theorem 1 but still far too big from the 
evidence of the tables. 
The relation (15) is important for the simultaneous restriction it puts on all the 
places. We illustrate this with some examples drawn from the tables where all we 
know is that for given g,q there is a field R with a certain value of N; beyond this 
we do not ‘look at R’ explicitly. Observe that whenever Np, = T (15) shows that no 
places of degree > 1 occur as zeros of differentials, in particular no places of degree 
d for 2<d1g- 1 exist and all places of degree 1 have the standard gap-sizes. For 
g= 3 the tables show the fields R with Np, = T are 
(a) q=2, N=7; here pi =4, T=28=7 x4. 
(b) q=4, N=14; here .1,=6, T=84=14x6. 
For q=2, g=4 there is an R with N=8. Here pi-11, T=90 so Np,=88<9O=T. 
If there is a place P of degree 2 then P contributes 2~~22~~ to the sum on the left 
of (15). But p2 = 3 which would make that left side at least 88 + 6 > 90 = T. Thus no 
places of degree 2 exist. Similarly any place P of degree 2 3 having pP> 0 would 
contribute at least 3 ,u~> 3 which is too much. Thus R has the property that only 
places of degree one occur as zeros of the differentials, though not all of them have 
the standard sequence of gap-sizes. 
Generally as g or q get larger one needs more information to pin down the zeros 
of the differentials. 
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